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This week’s ingredient is dried flower mix! This ingredient is a new addition to the list. We
already offer other similar decorative toppings like rose and violet petals as well as candied mint
leaves. Dried flower mix, however, is an amalgamation of four different types of flowers: mallow
petals, sun flower petals, rose petals, and marigold petals.

So we had over 80 different ingredients to choose from for the I.O.T.W (that’s right we went and
made ingredient of the week into an acronym) why did we choose dried flower mix? One of
things we love besides the great taste of the dried flower mix is the colorful addition the four
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different flowers give to your custom chocolate bar. As winter approaches and the days get
colder and drearier, it’s nice to have something that reminds you of springtime and warmer
weather. So if you’re looking for something to cure those winter blues, be sure to add the
flower mix to your next custom chocolate bar.

What exactly are some of those flowers in the mix? Most people are familiar with sun flower
and rose petals, marigold and mallow petals might be a little more foreign, however. The
marigold flower is popular in its decorative use and is commonly used as a decorative device for
weddings, religious events, and other festivals. It not only looks fantastic (one of the reasons we
like to add it to our custom chocolate bar) but has a combined flavor of mint and citrus,
and trust us, that’s a good thing.
You probably
know the mallow by another name, the hollyhock. This beautiful flower has been a popular
addition to lots of gardens, and was even the symbol of the Shoguns in Japan, which makes it a
true badass addition to your Chocomize bar.

We want to thank everyone who submitted ingredient ideas to us. Some of the ingredients that
we are currently working on bringing to you guys are: poppy seeds, mint, rice crispy cereal, and
others. If you think you have an ingredient that should be on our list, or you want to see as our
IOTW (we love acronym’s) make sure you send us an e-mail at info@chocomize.com .
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